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In the paper first of all we analyze new conditions for acceptance of sets of infinite trees recognized 
by Muller automata and for which equivalent Biichi automata can be given. We define a new model 
of infinite tree automata. called lirnirrtl hfullrr automata. and investigate their characterization in 
weak monadic logic. In the second part we extend the notion ofcontrol automaton to the case where 
more than one language is used to control the set of infinite words labeling each path of a successful 
run on a tree. We prove that using boolean operators in defining acceptance conditions for control 
automata, a characterization in terms of control automata for M-automata, introduced by Nivat 
and Saoudi (1988) and other classes of automata can be given. We introduce the And-conrrol 
automaton and use this notion to prov’e properties of boolean closure of deterministic classes of 
automata. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of automata on infinite trees has developed from the fundamental works 
of Rabin [7, 81. A main motivation of Rabin’s study was the investigation of decision 
problems for mathematical logic. Today, the importance of the theory of automata on 
infinite objects in the study of decision problems and in logic of programs, in 
particular when dealing with nonterminating computations, is well recognized. For 
example, Vardi and Wolper [13] used automata on infinite trees to decide the 
satisfiability of formulas of modal logic. In another paper, Sistla et al. [lo] proved that 
for each extended temporal logic formula, one can construct a Biichi automaton on 
words that accepts exactly the set of infinite sequences which are models of the given 
formula. Besides applications in program logics, another major application area is the 
specification and verification of concurrent programs [12]. 
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Some basic notions about automata on infinite trees originate from the theory of 
automata on infinite words. such as the definition of acceptance conditions for the 
main two types of automata on trees: Biichi and Rabin tree automata. On these two 
kinds of automata are based the early papers of Rabin. In [7], Rabin gave a character- 
iLation of sets definable in the SZS logic in terms of Rabin automata, and showed. 
using finite automata on infinite trees, that S2S is decidable. Biichi tree automata were 
investigated in [X] and shown to bc strictly less expressive than Rabin automata. So. 
Biichi tree automata correspond to a proper fragment of S2S; the subclass of Biichi 
automata which is closed under complement [X] gives a direct characterization of 
WS2S. Another characterization of WS2S based on a direct theoretic model is then 
given by Muller et al. [a]. 
Propcrtics of Biichi and Rabin automata have been studied in depth, but the 
relationships between these two classes seem not to be clear enough. Biichi and Rabin 
automata ha\,e the same structure, cxccpt for the acceptance set. For acceptance by 
a Biichi automaton. it is required that along each path of an accepting run some state 
belonging to ;I given set of final states occurs infinitely many times. In Rabin 
automata. a tree t is accepted if there is a run such that along each path the set of states 
which occur infinitely many times belongs to a given family of sets of final states. As 
seen in the counterexample for the complement of a tree language definable by 
a Biichi automaton. Biichi automata are not capable to force conditions to hold only 
finitely many times on the paths of a tree. 
In this paper wc arc interested in the relationships between Biichi and Multer 
automata on infinite trees. Our aim is to analyze acceptance conditions for sets of 
trees accepted by Muller and Biichi automata. We define a new model of infinite tree 
automata. i.e. lir11itc4 ,Ifu//cr (I-Mutler) automaton. The I-Muller automata have the 
same structure of Mutter automata. but their acceptance condition is more restrictive. 
For an accepting run of a I-Muller tree automaton on a tree it is required that along 
each path a set of final states is entered, not left in future by any path coming out and 
repeated completely again and again. We show that the sets of infinite trees accepted by 
I-Muller automata are accepted by Biichi and Mutter automata. A counterexample shows 
that tree languages accepted by I-Muller automata form a proper subclass of languages 
accepted by Biichi automata: in fact I-Muller automata are not capable to express 
conditions which hold finitely many times on some subtrees of nodes of a fixed path. 
Since in [S] the relationship between Muller and Biichi automata is investigated in 
terms of tree automata with control. we recall the notion of automaton with control, 
implicitly introduced by Rabin [7] and cxplicitty defined and extended by Nivat and 
Saoudi [6]. A c~or~rrc~/ tr tor~trtor~ is a tree automaton which accepts all infinite trees for 
which all infinite bran&s of a successful computation are “controlled” by a given set 
of inlinite sequences. We extend the notion of control automaton to the case that more 
than one language is used to control the set of infinite words that label each path 
of a successful run of ;I tree. We show that using bootcan operators in defining 
acceptance conditions for control automata. a characterization for M-automata. 
introduced by Nivat and Saoudi 161. in terms of control automata can be given. 
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We introduce a new definition of control automaton, the And-control automaton, 
and investigate some properties of control automata; we give a proof in terms of 
control automata of the fact, proved by Saoudi [9], that the class of deterministic 
Muller’s (Biichi) tree automata is not closed under complementation. 
2. Background 
Before defining the classes of automata on infinite trees we will give some notions 
concerning n-ary infinite trees. Basic results about automata or infinite words are not 
given here but the reader is referred to the survey by Hoogeboom and Rozenberg [2]. 
Let C be a finite alphabet. As usual, Z* (Co) will denote the set of strings of finite 
(infinite) length on ,?I,). the empty string and . the concatenation operation among 
strings. Furthermore, [n] will denote the set (1,. ., n}. 
Definition 2.1. An wary labeled infinite tree t over .Z is a mapping t : [n]“+C. A string 
xE[n]* is called a node in the tree, and t(x) is the label of x. The root in a tree is 
denoted by j.. Z;t”]* will denote the set of n-ary labeled infinite trees over C. 
Definition 2.2. Let t be an n-ary infinite tree. A path p in t starting at a node s E [n]* is 
an infinite sequence (x~)~~,~ in t where, 
(i) .x0 =.Y 
(ii) for each i, there exists a Jo { 1, . . . . n) such that -xi+ r =xi.j. 
Let X, yip; we say that x precedes y, denoted x < y, if there is z E [n]* such that 
y=.u*,_. 
Definition 2.3. Let t be an n-ary infinite tree and s E [n]*. The labeled suhtree oft with 
root .x is the tree t,: [n]*-tZ defined by 
t,(z) = t(x). 
Definition 2.4. Let t be an infinite tree over 1 and p a path on t; Inf(t, p) denotes the 
set of labels in C that appear infinitely often in p, i.e. 
Inf(t,p)= (1 IVx~p3y~p such that .x<y and r(y)= I} 
We define Tinf (t) by 
Tinf(t)={Inf(t,p) Ip is a path of t starting at 3.). 
Definition 2.5. Let t be an infinite tree over Z and p a path on t; Occ(t, p) denotes the 
set of labels in .Z that occur in p, i.e. 
Occ(r,p)={l 1 t(x)= 1 for some .u~p)-. 
Now we introduce a general notion of finite automaton on infinite trees. There are 
several ways in which one can define the acceptance condition for computation of 
these automata on trees. An acceptance condition is specified by the behaviour of 
a run and by ;I set of final states and it defines the type of automata on infinite trees. 
Informally, ;I run is a relabeling of the input tree with states compatible with the 
transition function of the automaton. Formally. we have the following delinitions. 
Definition 2.6. A ,/~r~ite tr~to~~rrtor~ OII H-HVJ’ ~I’LVS is a structure .4 =(2‘, Q. 0. qo. 
3 c 2”). where Q is a finite set of states. V IS u finite alphabet. q,, E Q is the initial state. 
ii: Q x ‘?_+P is the transition function and .i is a family of sets of final states. 
Definition 2.7. Given ;I linite automaton on rl-ary trees .rd, a VUH or c~o~~p~fation ol 
.rJ over a tree I is an ,l-ary tree (i,: [H]*AQ. such that 
(i) (il(4 = ck, 
(ii) (q5(r. I), (/I(\-.?) . . . . . (/,(\-.n))~ij((/,(.~).l(r)) for every .YE[H]*. 
Let us now define sonic acceptance conditions 
Definition 2.8. A Bli‘c,l~i n7rtormrror7 is ;III automaton on trees .c/ =(,?I, Q. & qtr. E‘ c 2”), 
where F is a set of sin&tons. i.c. k’z Q. and the following acceptance condition is 
given: 
a tree t is r~rp~c4 by .r/ iff there exists a run C/J of .d on r such that for every infinite 
path 11 starting at j.. Inf(ciJ\/j)n P#@ where Inf(d1.p) is the extension of Inf(t.p) to the 
case where C/I is an ,I-ary intinite tree over Q. 
T(.pJ )C 2““‘* is the set of trees accepted by .4 
Definition 2.9. A :L~u/~cY L~~UOHIC~~OU is 111 automaton on trees .r/ =(I. Q. 0, yo. .9 s ?) 
with the following acceptance condition: 
a tree r is trca~ptctl by .c/ it?’ there is a run (/I of .d on t such that for every path 
p starting at i. wc have Inf(c/,./‘)E.9. 
We recall the notion of M-automaton introduced by Nivat and Saoudi [h]. In 
Section 6 we relate this notion of automaton to the definition of a control automaton. 
Definition 2.10. A ,~~-LIIIJ~)III(I~~II is an automaton on trees .rJ =(2‘, Q. ti. yo. .P c 3’“), 
where .P is a family of sets of sets of states. with the following acceptance condition: 
a tree f is t~eptrrl by .rJ itt‘there is a run (/I of .(/ on I such that it is Inf(q5)= H, with 
H ~3. where Tinf(c/,) is the extension of Tinf(r) to the case where (i, is an nary infinite 
tree over Q. 
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3. Classes of automata on infinite trees 
In order to analyze the relationships between Biichi and Muller automata, we 
define a new notion of automaton, with the same structure as Muller automata and an 
acceptance condition derived from the one of Biichi automata. 
Definition 3.1. An rster~rle~l Biichi (e-Biichi) nutonmton on infinite n-ary trees is an 
automaton on trees .d = (C. Q. ii. q,, F G SQ) with the following acceptance condition: 
a tree t is accepted by .d iff there is a run (b of .cJ on t such that: for every infinite 
path p starting at i. Inf (4. p) n Di # $ for some Di E F. 
We show that e-Biichi automata are equivalent to Biichi automata. We analyze the 
relationship between Biichi automata on infinite trees and Muller automata by 
comparing e-Biichi’s acceptance condition for infinite trees with Muller’s condition. 
Notation. We denote the class of sets of infinite trees accepted by e-Biichi automata 
(Bikhi automata) by .#‘r,3,, (.XTn). 
.‘ATM denotes the class of sets of trees accepted by Muller automata, while 3, 
denotes the family of sets of trees accepted by M-automata. 
Theorem 3.2. .#rH=.#IH,,. 
Proof. (1) Given an e-Biichi automaton .tJH=(2-, Q, 6, q,, Fg2Q), let us consider the 
Biichi automaton ,d13, = (C, Q. (5. q,, F’), where F’ = i u,Di : Di E F c 2Q 1. It is easily seen 
that T(,cJR.)= T(.cJ,,). 
(2) Let .d~ =(C. Q, ii. yO. F G Q) be a Biichi automaton. It is easy to prove that the 
e-Biichi automaton .c/,~. =(L, Q. 6, yO, (F) ) is equivalent to .dg. q 
Muller’s acceptance condition on each branch of an infinite n-ary tree is more 
powerful than Biichi’s condition and it is easy to see that .?A,, 5 dTM. We recall some 
results about M-automata that we will use in Section 6 and the notion of control 
automaton as defined in Nivat and Saoudi [6]. 
Theorem 3.3 (Nivat and Saoudi [6] ). .HTM = .#)M. 
Theorem 3.4 (Nivat and Saoudi [6]). The boolean closure of the class of sets of trees 
uccepted by deterministic Muller rrutomata is equal to the class accepted by deterministic 
M-automata. 
It follows from Theorem 3.4 that the class of sets of trees accepted by deterministic 
Muller automata is strictly included in the class accepted by deterministic 
M-automata. 
Definition 3.5. A C-c~utor~~~on is a structure % =(Q. C, (S,q,. L), where Q, C, q, and 
6 are as in Definition 2.6 and L G Q”’ is a set of infinite sequences of states recognized 
[S] by a deterministic Biichi automaton. 
A tree f is uccepted by % if there exists a run 4 of % on t such that for each path p E t 
starting at j_. the infinite sequence of states labeling p is an infinite word MEL. 
Definition 3.6. A C”-~1uton7~1to~7 is a structure % ” = (Q, Z, 8. q,, K), where K G Q”’ is an 
OJ-hgUage accepted by a deterministic Muller automaton. 
A tree t is accepted by %” if there is a run 4 of V’ on t such that each path off is 
labeled by an infinite wordEK. 
Nivat and Saoudi [6] proved the following facts that relate automata with control 
to Muller and Biichi automata on trees. 
Notation. ./A,(.X,..) will denote the class of the sets of infinite trees accepted by 
C-automata (C”-automata). 
Theorem 3.7 (Nivat and Saoudi [6]). 
(I) .Xr=.HTH. 
(2) ,#c,,=.#rM. 
We investigate the relationship between Muller and Biichi automata in terms of 
tree automata with control; the difference between these two classes of automata is 
expressed by the relationship between C-automata and C”-automata. The above 
result allows us to give a different proof of the well known fact that Biichi automata 
are less powerful than Muller automata [8]. 
Theorem 3.8. .I, c .HR,.. 
Proof. We show that for each C-automaton % there exists a C”-automaton equivalent 
to %. Let % =(Q. C,?J,~,. K) with K GQ” and K = L(d,) where ,dl is a deterministic 
Biichi automaton on infinite words. 
It is known from (u-languages theory that an to-language accepted by a determinis- 
tic Biichi automaton is accepted by a deterministic Muller automaton [S]. Thus. 
K = L(.dz), with .cJz a deterministic Muller automaton, and X”‘= (Q. C, 5, qo, L(d2)) 
is a C”-automaton and it is immediate to see that T(g)= T(%“). 
Corollary 3.9. ,?ATB c ./ATM. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.7 and 3.8. I 
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4. Biichi automata and Muller automata: a comparison 
Here we investigate the relationship between Muller and Biichi tree automata. We 
introduce a subclass of Muller tree automata such that, for every language T(.d) 
accepted by an automaton .n/ in this subclass, there is a Biichi tree automaton .o/’ 
accepting T(.n/‘). Our motivation for considering a new notion of automaton on trees 
that recognizes a subclass of the languages recognizable by Biichi automata is to 
investigate an automata theoretic characterization of weak second-order monadic 
logic. 
Definition 4.1. A general limited-Muller (L-Muller) uutomaton is a structure 
&=(I, Q, ii,q,, 9~2”) where Z, Q,6 and q0 are defined as in Definition 2.6 and 
.F = iDI, . , D,). A tree t is accepred by .n/ if and only if there exists a run 4 of .d on 
t such that on each path p there exists a node .Y such that for each path px starting at I, 
Occ(4,p,)=A, u...u A,,, Ai’Dj, and Inf($,p,)=Di, for some DiE.P. 
We specify another acceptance condition, i.e. I-Muller, which is a particular case of 
L-Muller acceptance condition. It is immediate to conclude that the class of sets of 
trees accepted by I-Muller automata is a subclass of the class of sets of trees accepted 
by L-Muller automata. In the following section we prove that the inclusion between 
these classes is proper. 
Definition 4.2. A limited-Muller (I-Muller) automaton is a structure .d =(C, Q, 6, q,, 
5 E 2”) where 1, Q, S and q, are defined as in Definition 2.6. A tree t is accepted by 
.d if and only if there exists a run $J of .c/ on t such that on each path p there exists 
a node x such that, for each path px starting at X, 
OCC(C#I, px)=Di and Inf($, px)=Di, for some D;E.F. 
In other words, a run on a tree is defined as a successful one iff there is an integer 
n such that each path from level n of the tree is labeled only with states in a set Di E .P 
where 9 is a family of final states sets. Note that acceptance condition in I-Muller 
automata implies that if a path p.y starting from node .Y enters a set Di of final states 
and never leaves it, then each path starting from nodes of px is labeled only with states 
of a set Dk with Di~Dk. 
In Theorem 4.3 we show that this acceptance condition characterizes sets of trees 
accepted by Muller and Biichi tree automata. 
Theorem 4.3. Let .d he a I-Muller automaton; then there exists a Biichi automaton .dH 
such that T(,d) = T(.a/,). 
Proof. Let .oJ =(.Z, Q, 6, qo, 5) with 9 = {DI, . , D, 1. A run C#J on a tree t is accepted 
by ,d when each path p enters from level n of the tree a state in Dk E S and then stays 
forever within this set of states. First of all, we build up a copy of the set (0,. . , D, )-, 
i.e. (Q”‘, . . . . Q (“) ), in order to denote when a run d, enters final states from level 17. 
Now we build up a e-Biichi automaton ,d,% such that T(.cJ)= T(,dH). We define 
transitions of .d13 on t so that when each path p of a run 4 of .CLL on r from level II enters 
a set Dk infinitely often, then a set of final states of .dH repeats infinitely many times on 
each path p (e-B&hi acceptance condition). 
In order to do this, the transition function of -c/i3 is given by a copy of 6 to which we 
add a mechanism that keeps track of states entered by each path p of 4. As soon as 
p has entered any state of a set I>,, E 3. at least once. the “memory” is reset and it starts 
keeping track of entered states all over again. Thus. if during a run &. for each path p. 
the “memory” will be reset infinitely often. this means that each path p enters Dk 
infinitely often. 
Formally. we have .~1~=(2‘. Q”, ii”. r/i;. f;“) where, 
;cf’:c/~D~ Q"=Q~QI~I x zhu ...yQ(“‘) x 2”m with Q(i)= 
I, 
40 = 40 
F”= (Q"' x ($j))i~...u (Q'""x i(d); 
ij” is defined as follows: 
(1) 6(+ 4 c h”(y, a); 
If (yi ,.... L/,,)G~(+ (I). then 
(2) (A,, i12 . .._.. 4,,)~ij”(cl. [I). where il,=(l/l”. lui)) for !XE (1 ,..., ~j such that 
q, E D,: 
(3) (A,, .42 . . . . . . 4,,)~ij”((rj”‘. L;). tr), where 
(i) Ai=(qj”. (~1,) uL;) for ,iE I I ,....)II~ such that yi. c/ED~, C:gDj. U~yifD; 
and DA G Di. 
(ii) il,=(~/i”.$!?) for ,iE Il.....rrr) such that I/~.L/ED~, UCD,. Uuqi=Dj and 
D,~Di. 
A run (I, of -rJ13 on r is accepted iff ali paths enter infinitely many times a set 
belonging to F”. i.e. for each path pit starting at i. Inf(4. p)nQ’” x I& #@. Then 
T(.P/~) = T(.d). By Theorem 3.1 there exists a Biichi automaton equivalent 
to .d. I , 
Notation. We denote by .H’, the class of sets of trees accepted by 1-Muller tree 
automata. It is easy to see that .J,c.J,,. Given a I-Muller tree automaton .c/ it is 
immediate to see that .d is a Muller automaton. as the acceptance condition for 
I-Muller automata is a special case of Muller’s condition. 
Corollarv 4.4. .?A,c.I,,,. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.3. 1 
Actually. we can prov:e a stronger result, i.e. that the above inclusion is proper. 
Proof. We show that there exists a language accepted by a Biichi tree automaton 
which is not accepted by any I-Muller automaton. We prove the theorem for binary 
trees. 
Let T be a set of trees over the alphabet I;‘= (u, c) defined by 
T= (t E .Z”“* 1 there is a path rt on t starting from E., labeled only with the 
letter a, such that for each .YE rr, t(xO)=c or t(xl)=c, while the other 
paths carry only one c), 
It is easy to show that T is accepted by a Biichi tree automaton. Now let us suppose 
that there exists a 1-Muller automaton .r/=(Z. Q, 6, q,, 9) such that T(.d)= T, and 
let .F= (D~,...,D mj. This means that there is a run 4 of .d on t such that each path 
from a level ~1 of t enters infinitely many times only a set of final states. Then there 
must be a path (.Y;)it,~ with three nodes .vnt < Y,+~ < s,+ j such that states which label 
nodes on the same path from .Y, and s,,+ j constitute a set Di E 9. Let t(x, + i) = c and 
let 4(-~,)=4(.y,+jL 
We consider a new tree t, such that ti(.x)=t(~) if x does not belong to the subtree 
with root .x~+~ and r,(s,+jx)=r(x,,r) ifs is in the subtree with root x,+~. Analog- 
ously we define a new run d, 1 such that 4, (x m+jX)=~(S,X) for x in the subtree with 
root .ym+j and 4r (x) = 4(s) if .y does not belong to the subtree with root x,+ j. Since 
4(.~,)=4(.~,,,+~), we have that 4, is a successful run of .R/ on tree rl. Continue this 
process inductively for every n where at n-th step we obtain 4n from $n- 1, and t, from 
r,_ 1. Now consider 4”. It is a successful run of .d on the tree t’“. But this tree contains 
a path with infinitely many letters c, and hence we obtain a contradiction. 0 
5. Monadic second-order theories 
Let [FI]* be the infinite n-ary unlabelled tree, I = { [II]*, 6,3.,succ,,...,succ,} the 
structure with 6 partial ordering on [n]*. succi,. .., succ, successor functions such 
that for each s E [n]*. succ,=xi, and 2 the empty word. 
Let C = (ur , . , uk) be an alphabet and r the labeled n-ary tree; Pa1 ,. .., Pak are 
subsets of [n]* such that XE P,, iff r(s)=u,. We associate with the structure t an 
appropriate second-order language L2, consisting of constant functions to denote 
succi,. , SUCC,,, the usual logical connectives and quantifiers, individual variables 
s, _\‘, .. . ranging over [rr]* and set variables X, Y,. , ranging over subsets of [pi]*. 
Atomic formulas are of the form r E X. t = r’, t < t’, where r, r’ are terms. Terms are 
obtained from individual variables and the constant i. by applications of 
succ o,..., succ,. Arbitrary formulas are generated from atomic formulas by boolean 
connectives and the quantifiers. We observe that a structure (t, Pal,..., P,,) defines 
a set of n-ary labeled trees over C. The set of these structures satisfying an L2 formula 
cp(X, ,,..., X,J), with P,< as interpretation for X,,, is called set of models of cp, and this 
set defines a subset of Z[“]*. In [7] Rabin proved that the set of trees satisfying a L, 
formula is exactly accepted by ;I Rabin automata, i.e. this language is called definable 
in monadic second-order theory. 
An important question about I-Muller automata concerns the logic definability of 
sets of trees accepted by them. In this section we investigate the definability of trees 
accepted by I-Muller automata in weak monadic second-order theory. ix. the theor! 
with quantifications over finite sets \,ariables. In Theorem 5.1 we prove that there is 
;I language T,, accepted by an L-Muller automaton which is not accepted by any 
I-Muller automaton: 7;) is not definable in weak monadic second-order theory. 
Proof. Let LIS consider the following language T, over the alphabet z‘= (tl. (.I: 
7;) = ‘I t J‘l”l* 1 some path through r carries infinitely many (I). , - 
Rabin [7] pro\,ed that 7;, is not dctinablc in weak monadic second-order theory as 
K, is accepted by a Biichi automaton but the complement of T, is not accepted by 
;I Biichi automaton. It is easily verified that T, is accepted by a L-Muller automaton 
which works as follows: along ;\ path of a tree t E T,,. M enters a set of final states 
[y,,. qC I ifflcttcr tl is met and then never leabes this set, while on the other part of the 
tree ,4 enters ;I fixed (inal state. 
Now. we prove that q, is not accepted by any I-Muller automaton. Let us assume 
that 7;, is accepted by a I-Muller automaton N=(L. Q. ii. qo,-9) with .F = [D,. . . . . D,, ). 
There is a tree I E T, such that on t there exists only one path 71 labeled with infinitely 
many ~‘s. 
Since t is accepted by. N, there exists ;I run c/j on t such that for each path n,, starting 
at node .\- on 71. Inf((/). JC,,) = 11; and Occ(c/j. x,, ) = D, for some Di E 3. Now for path n it 
is Inf(c/J, z,)=D, and Occ(c/,, n,)= DA with DA E.F. Then there is ;I path II!., with root 
.Y and a common prefix Lvith path 71,. i.e. n_,(rl)=n,,(~) for each HE j0. 1 . . . . . 1,; such 
that OCC(C/I, z,., ) = D, and ,!I,, G D,. Since D, labels z,_, infinitely many times and DA c D,. 
it follows that there exists another path labeled with infinitely many (1’s. and hence we 
obtain a contradiction. 1 ! 
It is easy to verify that there is some weakly definable language accepted by ;I 
I-Muller automaton. In fact. the simple language T=h(c". c") is accepted by 21 1- 
Muller automaton. T is defined by the weak formula (p(‘Y,,. ,Y, ): 
In Theorem 5.2 we verify that thcrc are weak definable languages not accepted by 
any I-Mullcr automaton. 
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Proof. Let us consider the language over the alphabet Z= {u, c): 
T= (t E ,Z[“]* 1 t has a path such that the letter c is computed infinitely many 
times and the letter u repeats finitely many times;. 
T is definable by a weak Lz-formula. since both T and its complement r are 
accepted by Biichi automata. On the other hand. T is not accepted by any I-Muller 
automaton. This fact can be easily verified as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 0 
6. Control automata and boolean closure 
Let us denote by s(4) the set of all infinite words that label all paths starting at i. of 
a run C$ on an infinite tree. A tree is accepted by a control automaton on trees when 
there is a run C/I such that the set ~(4) is included in a control language, i.e. a language 
on infinite words is used to specify the acceptance condition. In this section we define 
new kinds of control automata, the AND and the OR control automaton; the 
acceptance condition of these automata is based on the fact that two or more 
languages on infinite words can be used to control the set s(4) of infinite words that 
label each path of (6. Properties of boolean closure are easily studied using these new 
control automata. We give as an example an easy proof that Biichi (Muller) determin- 
istic automata are not closed under complementation on trees. 
We recall in the sequel some basic results on boolean closure properties of 
automata on trees. 
Theorem 6.1 (Rabin [7]). Tl7e ,firmil~~ of sets of infinire trws trccrpted by Mullrr 
UlltotllUt~l iS (I hoo/CYlll U/~Jd?7Y7. 
Corollary 6.2. Tl7e c/ass -/Ache is II boo/em7 a~gdmr. 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.7 and 6.1. 
Theorem 6.3 (Vardi and Wolper [ 131). The,firtttily of’sets of ittfinits trees accepted hq 
Biichi ttw crutotwtc7 is closed ur7der intersection and union. 
Definition 6.4. Given a run C#J of a tree automaton .n/ on an infinite tz-ary tree t, we 
define 
s($,)= (~(p)=d,(.~~)6)(.~~)...:p=.~~z~... is a path pit) 
Definition 6.5. An AND control uutotnatotl is a structure .o/=(C, Q, (5, q,, L,. L,) 
where Q, 1. 6 and q, are defined as in Definition 2.6 and L,, L, are subsets of Q’” 
recognized by deterministic Biichi (Muller) automata. 
A tree t is accepted by an AND automaton .4 iff there exists a run (/I of .rJ on t such 
that 
.s(yi,)nL, #(J and .s(4,)nf.,#C1 and .s(~,)CL,UL,. 
i.e. the infinite words lying on infinite paths belong to both L, and L2. 
Proof. (i) We give a proof for binary trees: the generalization to /I-ary trees is easy. 
Let L,. L2 be two (,I-languages accepted by deterministic Biichi automata: 
L, =L(.r/, ) lvith .CJ, =(Q_ S. (j,, ,s,,, ,c-, ): 
Now we build a C-automaton equivalent to .4. /i =( C, (2”. 0”. q”. L; u L> ). The set 
of states of .N is Q”=Q x [ 1 ;uQ x [2). The initial transition of .N is from q” to 
a couple of states II. I.EQ” such that 11, (II), where 11, (.u) denotes the projection on the 
first component of.yEQ”. is the initial symbol ofa string in L,, while p, ( I’) is the initial 
symbol of a string in L2. The transition function ii” is defined from ii so that 
a transition from a state (~1~. I ). (( qi. 7)) to a couple of states s, ~EQ” is accepted when 
p,(s) or p,(r) is a symbol which is a successor of qi in a string I.EL, ( \vELJ. 
A run C$ of. // on t is successful iff there is a run of r/ on t such that at least two 
paths on r are labeled one with ;I string in L , and the other with a string in L2. 
Now 0” is formally defined as followx Let (q. I’)EQ”; ;E I I. 21 specifies that q is 
a symbol from ;i string in L,. 
(1) if(Y,~‘lz)E(j(rlo,l/) and 
is, (SC,. L/,) I = .s, and 6,(si. =)=.\i_ I. 
ciz(.s;, rjo)=,sj and ii,(si. t )=.s, , , . 
with (-.t)~l(y,,y~).(~/~.(/,)I. then [(z, 1),(~,3)]~(5”(~~“.~r). 
(s,,( s;. ~1~) = .si + , and ci,,(s;+ 1, :)=s, _?. 
h,,, ( .sh, ~1, )= .sI, + , and (j,,,(.sI,+,.r)=.s~+,. 
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with (z, t)E{ (qj, qk), (qk, qj)), then C(Z, n), (t, m)lGS”((qi> ~1, b) with m, ne(l, 2). 
L\ and L; are defined as follows. 
LrI = L(,d;) with .d’; =(Q”, S’, S;, so, F;), 
L; = L(.cI;) with ,G!‘; =(Q”, S’, S;, sb, F;), 
S’=Sx [l)uSx(2)-, 
(s;, S; : S’ u (so, s;) x Q”+2” ’ “, 
6:(.~o,(q,j))=(iji(so, q)?j), bi(sb,(q,j))=(6i(sb, q),j) and 
&((s, k), (q,.j))=(&(s, q),j), i,j, kE(l, 21, 
F;=Fr x(l), F;=Fz x 12). 
(ii) The proof is along the same lines as in (i). 0 
Theorem 6.7. Let T he a set of in~nite trees. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Tisaacceptedbyan ANDautomaton.d=(C, Q, 6, qo, L,, L,)with L1, L,cQ” 
accepted by Biichi deterministic (Muller) automata on infinite words. 
(ii) T is accepted by a C-automaton (a C”-automaton). 
Proof. (i)+(ii) follows from Theorem 6.6. 
(ii)-(i) It follows from the fact that a control automaton %=( C, Q, S, q,, L,) is 
equivalent to an AND automaton .d =(Z, Q, 6, qo, L1, L,). 0 
Definition 6.8. An AND Muller-generalized (AND M-generalized) automaton is 
a structure %d = (C, Q, S, q,, LI , . , L,) where Q, Z,6, q. are defined as in Definition 
2.6 and L,, . , L, are subsets of Q’” recognized by deterministic Muller automata. 
A tree t is accepted by an AND M-generalized automaton .d iff there exists a run 
C$ of .d on t such that 
ViEjl, , n) S(~,)nLi#~ and s(~,)GL~uL~u~~~uL,,, 
i.e. the infinite words lying on infinite paths belong to L1, . . . , L,. 
This new notion of AND control automaton generalizes the notion given in 
Definition 6.5 to the case where more than two languages control the sets s(4) of 
a successful run. Note that in AND M-generalized control automaton “control” 
languages are recognized by deterministic Muller automata. 
Theorem 6.9. Let T be a set of infinite trees. Then the ,following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) T is accepted by an AND M-generalized automaton 
(ii) T is accepted by a M-automaton 
(iii) T is accepted by a Muller automaton. 
Proof. (ii)-(i) Let ./i be an M-automaton, then there exists a Muller automaton 
equivalent to N and for Theorem 6.7 it is immediate to see that there exists an AND 
control automaton .c/ equivalent to ./i. 
Now we prove that (i) implies (ii) (WC give ;I proof for binary trees). 
For each in i 1. . II I Ict Lj be the language on infinite words accepted by a deter- 
ministic Muller automaton .;Y,. with .S’;.=( Q. S,. d,.sio, Yi). Let .d =(I, Q. ii,yo. 
L,. . L,,) be an AND M-generalized automaton accepting T: WC construct a M- 
automaton // =(L, Q”. (3”. q”, F”) equivalent to .PJ as follows: 
(I) Q”=S, x...xS,,xQ 
(2) (/“=(“,(1 . . . . . .SII,). q,,) 
(3) If (j(y. rr)=(~,, (I?). then (5” is defined as follows 
ii”((.s,,... . .5,, . y 1. 11) 3 ( ( ti 1 ( s , , 11 1. . ci,, ( s,, 4 1. 11 1 ) ( A 1 ( s , . 4 1. , 3,, ( s,, lj ). yz ) ). 
We denote by pI. in I I, . II I the projection on the i-component of a subset of Q”, i.e. 
I’;: ?J+s,. 
Then we post: 
(4) .F”=(HG2” (viE;l....,n’ ). there exists D)E H and I’i(D;)E.~i. VD~EH. 
pi(D,)~Fi for somejE( I. ,171 I. 
It is easily seen that ./i is equivalent to .r/‘. 
The fact that (iii) implies (ii) and vice versa follows from the fact that M-automata 
are equivalent to Muller automata (see Theorem 3.3). I1 
Note that if .c/ is ;I deterministic automaton. then also ./i is a deterministic one. 
while deterministic M-automata are not necessarily equivalent to AND deterministic 
and Muller deterministic automata (see Theorem 3.4). 
Definition 6.10. An OK ,~l~r//rr-~r,zc~~~//i~f~~/ (OR M-generalized) rr~ror)zc/for~ is a struc- 
ture .c/ = (I. Q. 2. y,,, L, . . f.,,) where Q. I’. (5 and y. are defined as in Definition 2.6 
and L,. , L,, are subsets of Q” recognized by deterministic Multer automata. A tree 
t is accepted by an OR M-generalized automaton .d iff there exists a run 4, of .c/ on 
t such that 
s( C/j,) E Li for some iEjl.....rl;. 
Informally this means that s( (/I~) is contained in L, or LZ and so on. 
Proof. We prove the theorem for binary trees. 
(i)-+(ii) Let .r/ be a OR M-generalized deterministic control automaton 
.d=(C, Q, 440, L1, . . . . L). 
L(d)=(t13q5. a run of.d on f and s(4)sLi, for some iE[l,...,n)i. 
We verify that L(.c/)=uiEl ,.,,,,, IL(~c/,), with .d,=(C, Q, 6, q,, &), a C”- 
deterministic control automaton. In fact ~EU,,~,,,,,.,,~ L(.di) iff 34, a run on r such 
that s( 4)s Li for some in [ 1, . , ?I), but then [EL(&), and vice versa. But C”- 
automata are equivalent to Muller deterministic automata. 
(ii)-(i) It is obvious that any Muller automaton is an OR-M generalized auto- 
maton. Now we prove that OR-M generalized automata are closed under union and 
intersection. 
Let T= UIEil.....,,; f.( I Ni) with c N; = (1, Q. 6i, yio, ,9), a Muller deterministic au- 
tomaton. By Theorem 3.7, I I/, is equivalent to a C”-deterministic control automaton 
EL. Then T=U~~[t. ..,f~; L( %‘i), where % i = (Z. Q, 6i, qio, Li) and Li = L( ,Ji) for a deter- 
ministic Muller automaton on infinite words .c/; = (Q, S, pi, si, .vj,). 
Now we construct an OR M-generalized deterministic control automaton that 
accepts T, d=( C. Q’. 6, q,, L;, . , L:,), as follows. 
(1) Q’=q,uQ”, where Q”=((~~,...,q,,)lq~~Q). 
(2) 6 is defined as follows: for each LIE,??, 
6(9,, 4=((Pl(4(q101 0, . ~l(~,,(qno~ m 
(hJZ(~,(~~lO~ (7113 .” 3 Pz(&(q,o, u))), 
~((~,,“‘,q,),u)=((P,(~,(q,,~)),...,P,(~,(q,,~))),((P,(~,(q,,~)),.... 
P2(&(%l. LI))). 
where pi is a projection. 
(3) Lj=L(.cJj) with xJ:=(Q’. &pi, Si, ,U:), and for each (ql, . . . . q,,) 
/ll(si, (ql9 ... 3 qn))=Pi(Si> pj(ql, ...3 q,)). 
NOW TV T iff there is a run pi on t of %i, such that s( 4i) G Li. But then there is a run 
4 of .c/ on t such that s(Pi( 4))~ Li, with Pi(~) a projection of run 4 defined as 
follows: Pi($)=$i such that 4i(.x)=pi($(.X)) for each XE[H]*. But then .s(~)GL~, 
and hence t~L(.d). Let tcL(,cJ). Then there is a run 4 of .R/ on t such that s(~)G L; 
for some jg{ I, . , n ). It is immediate to verify that t E L( % j) for somej. Now it is easy 
to prove that OR M-generalized automata are closed under union and intersection. 
Let ,d, and <d2 be OR M-generalized deterministic automata. Then for the first part 
of the proof it is 
L(.d,)uL(.d,)= u L(.Nj) 
IE[l. ..,I!; 
with . Ni Muller deterministic automata, but for the proof above there exists a deter- 
ministic OR M-generalized automaton that accepts UiEl,, ,,,,,; L(./Zi). Now, by 
applying the distributive property of the intersection with respect to the union and the 
property of closure under intersection of deterministic Muller automata. we obtain 
with Ni, ./CC, and ,Vy Muller deterministic automata. 
Definition 6.12. An 4.VD-OR !~~~~//~~~-(ic~rlc~~~/;~~~~~ (AND-OR M-generalized) automa- 
ton is a structure .-/=(?;. Q. ci. y,,, I>,, . . I _,,,,. . L,,, . . L ,,,,,,) where Q. 2‘. ii and 
q. are defined as in Definition 2.6 and Lli are subsets of Q” recognked by dcterminis- 
tic Muller automata. 
A tree t is accepted by an AND-OR M-generalized automaton .r/ iff there exists 
a run (13 of .d on I such that 
Proof. (il-(ii) Let T be accepted by an AND-OR M-gcncralixd (dctorministic) 
automaton .c/. Then. it is easy to verify that L( .c/)= u,( ~ ,, ,,, L( .r/,). where the .-1, 
are AND M-generalized (deterministic) control automata. But. by Theorem 6.0, an 
AND M-generalized deterministic control automaton is cquivalcnt to a deterministic 
M-automaton, and this class is closed under union. 
(ii)+(i) Let T be accepted by ;I deterministic M-automaton N =( 2‘. Q. (i. yo. 
IH ,. . H,,)). But WU=u,_;,, .,, f_(. N, ), where ./i, ~(2’. Q. (5. qo. [ H,) ) is a de- 
terministic M-automaton. Each , ii’, is cquivalcnt to a deterministic generalized AND 
automaton ~1~ =( z‘, Q. 0. yo, L, , . . L,, ,,,’ ). with 1 H,I the number of sets in Hi. But, as in 
the proof of Theorem 6.1 1. it is immediate to \,erify that L(. N) is equivalent to an AND-OR 
deterministic automaton. .rJ’=( 2‘. Q, 2. y,,. L, , . , L, ,,,, , . . L,,, . _. L,,, ,,,,, ), !-I 
7. Properties of control automata 
In the sequel we show that properties of closure under boolean operations of 
automata on intinite trees can be proved in terms of control automata. 
Definition 7.1. Let .rJ=(Z, Q. ii. qO. L) be ;I C-automaton (C“‘-automaton). The 
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language accepted by ,d can be defined as T( ,d) = { t 13 a run 4 of ,d on t such that 
$4,)~ L). Then the complement of T(.al) is defined as follows: 
T(.rJ)=(tlV run d, on ts(&)QLj 
Theorem 7.2. The class qfdeterministic Biichi (Muller) automata is not closed under 
complement. 
Proof. Let ,cl/=(C, Q, 6, qO, L) be a deterministic C-automaton (C”-automaton). 
Then 
T(.d)=(tlVc$ on t s(&)Q L, i.e. s(+,)sQ’“-L 
or s(h)nL#$ and s(4,)nQ”-L#$?}. 
Let cd1 =(C,Q, 6, q,, Q’“-L) be a control-automaton and .d2=(Z,Q,8,q0, Q”-L, 
L) an AND control automaton. Then it is easy to see that 
T(;J)= T(.d,)uT(.d,), 
where .(yI1 is equivalent to a deterministic Muller tree automaton. In fact L is 
a language on infinite words accepted by a deterministic Bikhi automaton. But the 
class of languages accepted by deterministic Biichi tree automata on infinite words is 
not closed under complementation, while Biichi automata are equivalent to Muller 
deterministic (nondeterministic) automata on infinite words. Biichi and Muller deter- 
ministic tree automata are not closed under union [9] then it follows that they are not 
closed under complement. 7 
8. Final remarks 
We have defined a variation of the notion of Muller automata that is based on 
a particular requirement on the set of final states that are computed infinitely often. 
For Muller acceptance condition, in a successful run on a tree r, it may happen that for 
each level of the tree there is a path which has not yet entered the computation of final 
states. This is not possible in 1-Muller automata. This condition implies that I-Muller 
automata accept sets of trees accepted by Biichi and Muller automata. An open 
problem is to analyze how this acceptance condition can be defined in monadic logic. 
In the second part of the paper we have extended the notion of control automaton. 
These new automata can be used to investigate properties of boolean closure (as in the 
example of Theorem 7.2) and moreover they give a connection between the theory of 
automata on infinite trees and the theory of automata on infinite words for other 
general classes of automata such as M-automata. 
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